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Abstract
We describe a method for developing broad-
coverage semantic dependency parsers for lan-
guages for which no semantically annotated re-
source is available. We leverage a multitask
learning framework coupled with annotation
projection. We use syntactic parsing as the
auxiliary task in our multitask setup. Our an-
notation projection experiments from English
to Czech show that our multitask setup yields
3.1% (4.2%) improvement in labeled F1-score
on in-domain (out-of-domain) test set com-
pared to a single-task baseline.

1 Introduction

Broad-coverage semantic dependency parsing
(SDP)1 was first introduced in the SemEval shared
task (Oepen et al., 2014) and aims to provide se-
mantic analysis of sentences by capturing semantic
relations between all content-bearing words in a
sentence. The rich graph structure introduced by
SDP allows the model to cover a wide range of se-
mantic phenomena such as negation, comparatives,
possessives and various types of modifications that
have not been previously analyzed in other models
such as semantic role labeling (Baker et al., 1998).

Despite all advantages provided by SDP, re-
sources with annotated semantic dependencies are
limited to the three languages released in the Se-
mEval shared tasks (Oepen et al., 2014, 2015; Che
et al., 2016) namely English, Czech and Chinese.
This data scarcity motivates us to use well-known
and traditionally used transfer methods such as an-
notation projection for building SDP models for
languages without semantically annotated data. In
annotation projection, we assume that we have ac-
cess to sentence-aligned corpora that can be used
for transferring semantic annotations from a rich-
resource source language to the target language

1We use broad-coverage semantic dependencies and se-
mantic dependencies interchangeably throughout this paper.

The sitting was closed at midnight

zasedání bylo ukončeno o půlnoci

TOP
PAT-arg TWHEN

TOP
PAT-arg TWHEN

Figure 1: Projecting SDP annotations from an English
to a Czech sentence. Semantic dependencies of the
English sentence (top) are projected using alignments
(dashed lines in the middle) to obtain projected seman-
tic dependencies (bottom) for the target sentence.

through word alignment links. Figure 1 shows an
example of annotation projection for semantic de-
pendencies.

Motivated by the large amount of similarities
between syntactic and semantic dependencies, we
further propose a simple but effective multitask
learning framework to leverage supervised syntac-
tic parse information and improve the representa-
tion learning capability in the intermediate layers
of our semantic parser. Our multitask learning
approach, despite its simplicity, yields significant
improvements in the performance of the vanilla
semantic dependency parser built using annotation
projection. We conducted annotation projection
experiments from English to Czech. Our experi-
ments show that our multitask setup yields 3.1%
and 4.2% improvement in the labeled F1 results
on in-domain and out-of-domain evaluation sets
respectively. Furthermore, we explore the efficacy
of contextualized word representations, BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) and ELMO (Peters et al., 2018)
as features in our annotation projection model and
find a marginal gain by using those contextual fea-
tures. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the
first study to develop an enhanced semantic depen-
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dency parser through multitasking in the absence
of annotated data.

2 Related Work

After the SemEval shared tasks on broad-coverage
semantic dependency parsing (Oepen et al., 2014,
2015; Che et al., 2016), there have been many stud-
ies to build supervised SDP models (Du et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2018; Almeida and Martins,
2015; Wang et al., 2018; Dozat and Manning,
2018; Stanovsky and Dagan, 2018; Kurita and Sø-
gaard, 2019), however, all efforts were restricted
to the three languages released through SemEval
shared tasks. There have been extensive number of
studies that use annotation projection to cure data
scarcity in different tasks such as part-of-speech
tagging (Täckström et al., 2013), syntactic pars-
ing (McDonald et al., 2011), semantic role label-
ing (Padó and Lapata, 2005) and semantic parsing
(Hershcovich et al., 2019). Nevertheless, none of
the previous works, to the best of our knowledge,
looked into using annotation projection for build-
ing SDP models for languages without semantically
annotated data.

Motivated by the fact that different semantic rep-
resentations or formalisms cover different aspects
of sentence-level semantics, there has been a line
of studies to apply multitask learning over different
semantic annotations (Peng et al., 2017, 2018; Her-
shcovich et al., 2018; Kurita and Søgaard, 2019)
or target cross-framework meaning representation
(Oepen et al., 2019). These studies use the shared
semantic information across different representa-
tions to enhance the SDP model for a given lan-
guage, however, none of them addressed the case
that no semantically annotated data is available for
a language. This paper is the first work that aims to
build an SDP model based on cross-lingual transfer
without any annotation in the target language of
interest.

3 The Parsing Model

For an input sentence x = x1, · · · , xn with n
words, the goal of a semantic dependency pars-
ing model is to learn binary dependency decisions
yi,j ∈ {0, 1} for every head index 0 ≤ i ≤ n
and dependent index 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where x0 is the
dummy root token. For every head-dependent pair
(i, j), such that yi,j = 1, the parser finds a label
li,j from a set of predefined semantic dependency
labels L. In most cases, the parsing decision is

decomposed in two steps: unlabeled dependency
parsing, and labeling each dependency edge. The
only constraint here is that the final semantic graph
should be acyclic.

We use the standard model of Dozat and Man-
ning (2018) for which the parsing model is based
on a simple head selection algorithm. This model
learns dependency edge scores sedge(i, j) for all
possible head-dependent pairs (i, j). The final pars-
ing decision is a sign function:

yi,j = {sedge(i, j) ≥ 0}

Similarly, the parser learns a labeling function
slabell (i, j) for every pair that yi,j = 1:

li,j = argmax
l∈L

slabell (i, j)

Our parsing model uses a deep neural model in
which the first layer is the embedding layer that
consists of word, part-of-speech tag, and character
representations. The second layer consists of deep
bidirectional LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) that construct recurrent representations
ri for every word. The third layer uses four single-
layer feed-forward neural networks (FNN) as at-
tention mechanisms for head and dependent binary
decisions and label assignments. The final layer
uses a bilinear function to score the FNN outputs.
For training the model, the sigmoid cross-entropy
function is used for the edges, and the softmax
cross-entropy function is used for the labels. The
two losses are interpolated to calculate the final
loss value with a coefficient 0 < λ < 1.

4 Projecting Semantic Dependencies

For a source sentence x′ = x′1, · · · , x′m with m
words, and a target sentence x = x1, · · · , xn with
n words, we obtain one-to-one alignments by run-
ning an unsupervised word alignment algorithm on
both directions. We use the intersected alignments
a = a1, · · · , am such that 0 ≤ ai ≤ n where
ai = 0 indicates a null or empty alignment. For
every source dependency relation y′i,j ∈ {0, 1}
where ai, aj 6= 0, we project the dependency edge
and label to the target sentence yai,aj = y′i,j and
lai,aj = l′i,j (if i = 0 then ai = 0). We then train
a supervised parsing model on the projected de-
pendencies. These projected dependencies are usu-
ally partial and contain some noise that are caused
by different reasons such as translation shifts and
alignment errors.
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5 Multitask Learning with Syntax

Modeling auxiliary tasks in a multitask learning
framework allows the main task to benefit from
structural or statistical similarities found in one or
more auxiliary tasks to improve the model learned
for a target task (Caruana, 1997). Given the large
amount of (labeled and unlabeled) correlations ex-
isting among syntactic and semantic dependencies,
we consider syntactic dependency parsing as the
auxiliary task for semantic dependency parsing.

In order to find out the best parameter sharing
structure, we try the following parameter sharing
variations: 1) sharing embedding and recurrent
layers, 2) sharing embedding and recurrent lay-
ers with an additional task-specific recurrent layer,
3) sharing all three layers, but with an additional
task-specific recurrent layer, and 4) sharing all in-
termediate layers. Figure 2 shows the first case for
which only the first two layers are shared between
the two tasks. The overall loss value for the multi-
task model is computed by interpolating semantic
and syntactic losses using an interpolation coeffi-
cient ω which is tuned on the development data.
We use projected semantic dependencies and syn-
tactic dependency parses generated using a super-
vised parser to train the multitask model. Thus the
training data for the target language has projected
semantic annotations plus fully parsed syntactic
trees.

6 Experiments and Results

We consider English as the source language and
Czech as the target language. We use the SemEval
2015 (Oepen et al., 2015) in-domain and out-of-
domain test sets to evaluate our models. Since the
PSD (Prague semantic dependencies) annotation is
available for both English and Czech, we use that
throughout our experiments. We use Giza++ (Och
and Ney, 2003) with its default configuration to
obtain intersected word alignments on the Europarl
parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005). The training data
used in our projection experiments is drawn from
Europarl which contains text from the political do-
main. The in-domain Czech test set provided by
the SemEval 2015 contains translated texts from
corresponding sections of WSJ in the newswire do-
main, whereas the out-of-domain evaluation set for
Czech (also provided by SemEval 2015) is drawn
from Prague Dependency Treebank 3.0 (Hajič et al.,
2012) which mainly contains text from journals and
scientific articles, thus considered of a fairly differ-

ent domain compared to Europarl (political).
We explore efficacy of multitasking in our anno-

tation projection model by comparing the multitask
results with the single-task baseline model that does
not use any multitasking. The training corpus of
Czech with projected annotations contains 612k
sentences but due to computational limitations, we
train all models on a sample of 80k sentences2 ran-
domly selected from original projections. In order
to simulate a fully unsupervised approach, we use
5% of the projected data as the held-out data during
training.

Parsing Parameters We use the structural skip-
gram model of Ling et al. (2015) for English word
embeddings and run word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) on Wikipedia text to acquire the word vectors
for Czech. We use UDpipe (Straka and Straková,
2017) pretrained models v1.2.0 (trained on the Uni-
versal Dependencies v2.0) to produce automatic
part-of-speech tags. We train the biaffine depen-
dency parser of Dozat and Manning (2017) on the
Universal Dependencies corpus v2.0 (Nivre et al.,
2017) to generate supervised syntactic parses in
our multitask learning experiments. All modules
are implemented using the Dynet library (Neubig
et al., 2017).

We mainly use the hyper-parameters used in
Dozat and Manning (2018) except that we use a
character BiLSTM without any linear transforma-
tion layers. We use word and part-of-speech vec-
tors of size 100, with 3-layer LSTMs of size 600,
and feed-forward layers of size 600. We use a
dropout of probability of 0.2 for words and part-
of-speech tags, and 0.25 for the recurrent and unla-
beled feed-forward layers, and 0.33 for the labeled
feed-forward layers. The interpolation constants
λ and ω are set to 0.025 and 0.975 respectively
to prioritize the semantic task as our main task in
the multitask framework. We use the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate
of 0.001 on minibatches of approximately thousand
tokens. We also concatenate the contextual vectors
to the input layer as additional features to the parser.
We use the pretrained ELMO embeddings (Peters
et al., 2018) of size 1024 from (Che et al., 2018;
Fares et al., 2017). Their model is trained on the
set of 20-million-words data randomly sampled
from the raw texts released by the CoNLL 2018
shared task for Czech and uses the same model and

2The sample size is selected during development experi-
ments.
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Figure 2: Multitask architecture with shared embedding and recurrent layers across the two tasks.

Model
Shared Task In-domain Transfer + ELMO + mBERT Supervised

RNN FNN RNN data LF UF LF UF LF UF LF UF

Single
X 57.5 74.3 57.4 74.5 56.3 75.0 85.4 91.1

58.8 75.8 59.0 75.8 57.9 76.3 70.4 86.8

Mutitask

X X
X 59.3 76.4 59.3 76.9 58.3 77.0 85.1 90.1

61.2 78.2 61.5 78.2 60.6 78.6 70.8 87.0

X X X
X 58.3 75.7 59.3 76.7 58.4 77.1 85.1 91.0

60.5 77.9 61.4 78.5 60.4 78.6 70.8 87.3

X
X 57.7 75.2 59.2 75.7 55.7 75.0 84.3 90.2

59.9 77.1 61.4 77.5 58.2 76.6 69.7 86.4

X X
X 58.7 75.3 58.6 76.0 57.6 76.4 85.4 91.0

60.8 77.3 60.6 77.5 59.9 78.1 71.1 87.3

Table 1: Results on the Czech SemEval test data. LF and UF denote Labeled and Unlabeled F1 respectively.
The Transfer column does not use contextualized word embeddings. Task RNN refers to an extra task-specific
embedding in the multitask setting. The shaded rows show results on out-of-domain test data.

hyper-parameters as Peters et al. (2018). We use
the pretrained multilingual BERT models (Devlin
et al., 2019) of size 768 from Xiao (2018) with 12
layers and 12 heads. Due to computational limita-
tions, we only use the pretrained BERT models in
the input layer without finetuning.

6.1 Results

Table 1 shows the results on in-domain and out-
of-domain data with and without contextual word
embeddings. The Single row shows the baseline
where we use Czech projection data to train the
model. The Multitask rows show the results when
we utilize syntactic parses through multitasking.

The last column shows results of the supervised
model trained on the gold data provided as part
of the SemEval 2015 shared task, whereas other
columns are trained on the transferred/projected
annotations. The + ELMO and + mBERT columns
in Table 1 show results when we add ELMO and
BERT pretrained embeddings as additional features
in the input layer. It is worth emphasizing that the
ELMO and BERT embeddings are not cumulative
and their results are reported from separate models.

Comparing the labeled F1 scores for different
multitask models, we observe that all multitask
models outperform the Single baseline, regard-
less of the architecture used to train the model.
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Figure 3: Labeled precision of the best-performing
multitask model compared to the single-task and super-
vised model for different dependency lengths.

We also observe that multitask models yield a
larger increase on the out-of-domain test set com-
pared to the in-domain test set which illustrates
the particular power of multitask model to improve
SDP model in truly low-resource settings where
in-domain training data might not be available. As
we see in the results, the multitask model with a
shared recurrent layer slightly outperforms other
models. We also see marginal gains from using the
ELMO embeddings, and some gain in unlabeled
score in using BERT without seeing improvement
in labeled accuracy.

Comparing our results with the supervised
model, we observe that multitasking helps the tar-
get SDP model obtain closer performance to the
supervised model on out-of-domain data which
further highlights the power of multitasking for
low-resource settings.

Analyzing Different Dependency Lengths We
analyze the performance of our best performing
multitask model on different semantic dependen-
cies. Figure 3 illustrates labeled precision of the
best performing multitask model compared to the
single-task and supervised models for different se-
mantic dependency lengths. Length of a depen-
dency is defined as number of tokens located be-
tween the semantic head and its dependent. Num-
bers shown above each plot denotes the improve-
ment obtained from the multitask model compared
to the single-task model. Interestingly, the multi-
task model yields larger improvement on longer se-
mantic dependencies compared to the shorter ones,
such that its precision for semantic dependencies
with length ≥10 is noticeably close to the super-
vised results. This finding further highlights the
power of syntactic representations in capturing long

distance relations which is injected to our model
through the shared RNN layer between syntax and
semantics.

7 Conclusion

We have described a semantic dependency parsing
model based on annotation projection that do not
use any annotated semantic data in the target lan-
guage. We enhance the target semantic model by
incorporating syntax in a multitask learning frame-
work. We demonstrate that our multitask model out-
performs the single-task model on both in-domain
and out-of-domain test sets on the Czech language.
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